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The Annual Social Responsibility Report for 2008 is the second annual social responsibility report
issued by China Shenhua Energy Company (“CSEC” or the “Company”). This report mainly discloses
information on the works of the Company in respect of scientific development, corporate
governance, operation in good faith, production safety, employees’ interests, environmental
protection, energy conservation, emission reduction of pollutants, self-innovation and social
commonweal in order to enhance the understanding and relationship between the Company and its
stakeholders.

This report complies with the disclosure recommendations of the “Notice on Strengthening Listed
Companies Undertaking of Social Responsibilities and Issuance of ‘Guidelines on Environmental
Information Disclosure by Companies Listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange’” , “Guidelines on
Environmental Information Disclosure by Companies Listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange” and the
Appendix 2: “Guidelines on Preparation of ‘Corporate Report on Performance of Social
Responsibilities’“ of the ”Memorandum No. 1 on 2008 Annual Report for Listed Companies:
Preparation and review of internal control report and social responsibility report” issued by the
Shanghai Stock Exchange (Appendix II) and by reference to such documents as the “Guideline on
Fulfilling Social Responsibility by Central Enterprises” issued by State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the PRC and the “G3 Sustainable development Reporting Guidelines”
of Global Reporting Initiative.

On the basis of the annual social responsibility report for 2007 issued by the Company for the first
time, this report incorporates more information on social responsibility related business indicators,
data and matters reflecting the operation of the Company and industrial features, aiming to reflect
the continuous efforts made by CSEC on social responsibility works in a more comprehensive and in-
depth manner in the reporting period.

ABOUT THIS REPORT



Important Notice

The board of directors of China Shenhua Energy Company Limited (the “Company”) together

with the directors thereof guarantee that the information contained in this report does not

contain any false statements, misleading representations or material omissions, and all of them

jointly and severally accept responsibility as to the truthfulness, accuracy and completeness of

the content of this report.



With Shenhua Group Corporation Limited

(“Shenhua Group”) as its sole promoter, China

Shenhua Energy Company Limited is the world’s

leading integrated coal-based energy company

registered and incorporated in Beijing on 8

November 2004. The H shares and A shares of

CSEC were listed on the Hong Kong Stock

Exchange and the Shanghai Stock Exchange in

June 2005 and October 2007 respectively. The

businesses of CSEC mainly cover production and

sales of coal, railway and port transportation of

coal-related material as well as the power

generation and sales.

CSEC is the largest coal supplier and seller in

China with the largest amount of coal reserve.

The Company’s coal business has become a

model of large-scale, high efficiency and safe

production in the coal industry of China. In 2008,

CSEC’s commercial coal production amounted to

185.7 million tonnes, representing an increase of

17.5% year-on-year. Coal sales volume reached

232.7 million tonnes, representing an increase of

11.3% year-on-year. Coal export volume was

21.2 million tonnes, representing a decrease of

11.7% year-on-year. In 2008, the fatality rate per

million tonnes of raw coal of CSEC was zero. As

at 31 December 2008, CSEC’s recoverable coal

reserve amounted to 11,457 million tonnes under

PRC standard, and CSEC’s marketable coal

reserve amounted to 7,139 million tonnes in

accordance with the international JORC Mining

Standard.

The Company owns a large-scale integrated rail

and port transportation network and operates

five railway lines, which includes Shenshuo —

Shuohuang Railway, the second largest railline

for coal transportation from western China to

eastern China and Huanghua Port and Shenhua

Tianjin Coal Dock. This provides the Company

with tremendous synergy and low transportation

cost advantages. In 2008, the coal turnover of

self-owned railway transportation amounted to

123.3 billion tonnes km and the volume of

seaborne coal sales reached 139.4 million tonnes.

CSEC’s large-scale, highly efficient and rapidly

expanding clean coal-fired power operations also

develop alongside its coal business. As at 31

December 2008, the Company controlled and

operated 14 coal-fired power plants, with a total

installed capacity of 18,001 megawatts (MW),

representing an increase of 19.2% as compared

with 2007. The Company had a total of 54 coal-

fired units, with an average capacity of 333 MW.

In 2008, the total power generation reached

97.80 billion kwh, representing an increase of

22.6% year-on-year.  The Company also actively

develops  its wind power operations. In 2008, the

Guohua Zhuhai Hengqin Island Wind Farm

Project of CSEC commenced its commercial

operation and had accumulated volume of power

generation of approximately 30 million kwh.

CSEC recorded revenues of RMB 107,133 million

in 2008. In accordance with the People’s Republic

of China Generally Accepted Accouting Principles

(“PRC GAAP”), the Company had total assets of

RMB 278,407 million, net profit attributable to

shareholders of the Company of RMB 26,588

million and earnings per share of RMB 1.337. In

accordance with the International Financial

Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), the Company had

total assets of RMB 275,540 million, profit for the

year attributable to shareholders of the Company

of RMB 26,641 million and earnings per share of

RMB1.339.

CSEC will be fully committed to making

contributions to the energy industry of the

PRCand creating value for shareholders of the

Company. In the meanwhile, CSEC will honour

its undertakings to the society and its employees

and build  itself into a large-scale integrated

world-leading energy company with continous

growth and sense of responsibility.



Language of the text and mode of publication

This Report is published in Chinese and English, in

case of any discrepancy between the two versions,

the Chinese version shall prevail. This Report is

distributed to shareholders and investors in

published form, and issued to stakeholders and

the general public as an electronic document in

PDF form. The PDF electronic document can be

downloaded from the CSEC website

www.csec.com. In case of any query about the

contents of this Report, please contact us by

telephone or letter at:

Investor Relations Department,

China Shenhua Energy Company Limited

12th Floor, Zhouji Tower

16 Ande Road, Dongcheng District,

Beijing, China,

Postal code: 100011

Tel: +86-10-5813 1088/5813 3399/5813 3355

Fax: +86-10-8488 2107

E-mail: 1088@csec.com

Printed in Hong Kong

Published by China Shenhua Energy Company

Limited

March, 2009

This Report is printed on environmentally friendy

and elemental chlorine free paper
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Except as otherwise specifically stated, this report mainly describes the economic, environmental and social work activities in,
among others, the coal mining, railway, port and power generation businesses managed and controlled by CSEC for the period
from 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2008, while at the same time providing a brief review of the relevant activities in the past.
Unless otherwise indicated, the financial data contained in CSR report are denominated in Renminbi (RMB).

Due to restrictions imposed by various objective conditions, this report may not be satisfactory. The Company will continue to
improve and perfect the disclosure content and the form of this report, and will update the social responsibility report once a
year.

This report has been assured independently by KPMG Huazhen pursuant to the relevant disclosure recommendations in the
“Notice on Strengthening Listed Companies Undertaking of Social Responsibilities and Issuance of ‘Guidelines on Environmental
Information Disclosure by Companies Listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange’”, “Guidelines on Environmental Information
Disclosure by Companies Listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange” and the Appendix 2: “Guidelines on Preparation of
‘Corporate Report on Performance of Social Responsibilities’” of the ”Memorandum No. 1 on 2008 Annual Report for Listed
Companies: Preparation and review of internal control report and social responsibility report” issued by the Shanghai Stock
Exchange (Appendix III).

We have taken into consideration the interests and requirements of different stakeholders as much as possible in the
compilation of this report, and strive to make it plain, clear and easy to read. You are welcome to express your opinions and
suggestions by filling in and returning the Feedback Sheet attached or any other means.
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Chairman’s
Statement

Zhang Xiwu

Chairman



ith the concern and support from

shareholders of the Company and people

in all sectors, CSEC achieved business

development and benefit improvement in 2008. Over the

past year, the Company adhered to the principle of

pursuing business development while performing social

responsibilities and, with a basic goal of building an

enterprise incorporating the Five-Model, made a good

effect on safety and environment protection, energy

conservation and emission reduction, technological

innovation, operation in good faith and social

commonweal. Satisfactory results were achieved in this

respect.

I am well aware that over 450,000 shareholders, about

60,000 employees, consumers of 230 million tonnes of

coal, suppliers of equipment and services with a value of

tens of billions yuan, entities in the respective community

and environment where we conduct our operations,

government and regulatory bodies of both listing venues

and other cooperative partners have long paid attention

to the growth and development of CSEC. These parties

have become stakeholders that share common interest

and have close relationship with the Company. CSEC

cannot operate and develop without support from these

parties.

As an energy enterprise which has the largest market

capitalization among listed coal companies in the world

and ranks the second among integrated listed mining

companies in the world, CSEC may directly or indirectly

affect the operation of a number of other enterprises, the

daily life of people, the environment change and social

development in the process of its operation. Over the

past years, CSEC sticked to the goal of building an

enterprise incorporating the Five-Model of “intrinsic

safety, quality and efficiency, technological innovation,

resource saving and harmonious development” and

incorporated social responsibilities into the whole

process of corporate strategic, cultural, production and

operation activities. With the building of an enterprise

incorporating the Five-Model as its core, the Company

strived to duly perform its corporate social

responsibilities while managing its business operation.

W
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As an integrated coal-based energy company, CSEC

regards production safety as its primary social

responsibility. By promoting the intrinsic safety

management system through various channels such as

promotion of safety awareness and skill training,

increase of investment in safety and improvement in

informationalization and mechanization, the fatality rate

per million tonnes of raw coal of CSEC was zero in

2008. This is the goal which CSEC employees are most

proud of. Also, employees are the main driving force for

the development of CSEC. CSEC is fully dedicated to

providing a safe and healthy working environment,

implementing human-based working schedule and living

service arrangement, enhancing skill training for

employees, enriching their spare time life and making

CSEC employees “the happiest employees”.

The Company is committed to building itself into an

environmental friendly enterprise with the feature of

“resource saving”. In 2008, the Company initiated

environmental protection and resource saving projects

such as ecological management, treatment and

multiple-purpose utilization of emissions and research

and popularization of energy conservation and emission

reduction techniques, sought to develop recycling

economy and improve the harmony with the ecological

environment. In 2008, the Company’s energy

consumption indicator, emission of SO2 (sulphur dioxide)

and total COD (chemical oxygen demand) were lower to

some extent. No environmental accident occurred

during the year. With the commencement of commercial

operation of its first wind farm project, the Company will

use its unremitting endeavours to continuously provide

the society with clean green energy.

The Company intends to make technological innovation

and enhance the corporate quality and competitiveness

through technological advancement. In 2008, the

Company improved its production efficiency, reduced its

procurement costs and drove the industry technology

upgrade of domestic suppliers through the research and

popularization of localized technology and equipment. It

also strengthened production safety, environmental

protection and energy conservation and emission



reduction through the research of such technologies as

efficient exploitation of coal, improvement in coal quality,

multi-purpose utilization of resources, energy-saving

power generation and efficient and safe coal combustion

as well as scientific research projects such as

“Comprehensive Prevention and Tackling Technology for

Ecological Environment Problems of Large Coal Bases in

Desertified Areas”.

The Company standardized its governance structure,

strengthened its internal control, adhered to the principle

of operation in good faith, enthusiastically participated in

social commonweal activities and developed alongside

its shareholders, customers, suppliers, creditors and the

community with synergy. In 2008, the Company

established and improved the governance structure and

internal control system, maintained active and interactive

investor relationship, ensured stable supply and contract

fulfilment rate and created a fair competition

environment for suppliers. During the year, the Company

made donations of more than RMB 297 million and

made active contributions to the relief efforts of the snow

storm and the Sichuan Earthquake and the success of

the Beijing Olympics.

Looking ahead, CSEC will adhere to the basic target of

building an enterprise incorporating the Five-Model in

2009, with a focus on the social responsibilities in the

following aspects:

• Adhere to the basic principle of ensuring production

safety and effectively implement every safety

measure and requirement at the grassroot level,

underground, every production process, every

working position and every employee;

• Promote the idea of “talent first”, safeguard the basic

rights and interests of employees, and improve the

happiness and sense of belonging of employees;

• The customer is god. It is our primary requirement to

treat customers properly. We need to enhance our

communication with and understanding of our

shareholders, creditors and suppliers as they are our

partners and stakeholders;

• Continuously improve corporate governance

structure and internal control, improve enterprise

management quality and corporate competitiveness;

• Increase the investment in technological innovation,

improve corporate original innovation capability,

integrated innovation capability and re-innovation

capability;

• Promote energy saving and emission reduction,

improve utilization rate of resources and improve the

ecological environment of the place where

operations are conducted; and

• Realize cooperation and mutual development with

the community, actively participate in public

commonweal and community activities and provide

possible services and support for the community.

The Company will persist in placing equal emphasis on

the simultaneous realization of corporate business

development and the fulfilment of social responsibilities,

actively coordinate the relationship with the respective

interested parties, realize the harmonious development

of the Company, the society and the nature.

Zhang Xiwu

Chairman

Beijing, China

27 March 2009
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ince its establishment, CSEC has adhered to the principle of operation in

good faith and mutual success in harmony, realized the continuous and rapid

growth of its business segments and significantly improved its profitability.

The support of stakeholders forms the basis on which CSEC survives and develops. As

the largest coal-based integrated energy company in China and a leading energy

company in the world, CSEC will persist in placing equal emphasis on the simultaneous

realization of corporate development and the fulfillment of social responsibilities to attain

the harmonious development of the enterprise, taking the building of an enterprise

incorporating the Five-Model as the basic target. The Company will persistently

strengthen management, increase investment, fully apply scientific advancement and

technological innovation to raise the safety level of various businesses of the Company

and improve occupational health conditions of employees. CSEC will keep promises with

partners such as customers and suppliers to achieve a win-win result. The Company will

promote energy conservation and emission reduction, increase the utilization efficiency

of resources and take the initiative to improve the ecological environment of the places

where businesses of the Company are located so as to achieve beneficial interaction and

co-development of the enterprise, the local governments and the whole society. CSEC

strives to maximize the common benefit of the Company and its stakeholders and

reward stakeholders with development achievements.

S



Investor Relations
The H shares and A shares of CSEC were listed on the

Hong Kong Stock Exchange and the Shanghai Stock

Exchange in June 2005 and October 2007 respectively.

The Company focused on investor relations and

established an information disclosure system, whereby

information was disclosed timely, accurately and

completely. CSEC has an active, interactive, professional

and regulated investor relations program and allocates

stable dividends to the investors. For more details,

please refer to the relevant sections of the Company’s

2008 Annual Report.

Information disclosure
The Company attaches great importance to information

disclosure. In strict accordance with the regulatory

requirements of both listing venues and in view of the

different requirements and practices of the investors and

markets of both venues, the Company discloses its

information in a timely, accurate and complete way.

The Company’s annual report, social responsibility

report, interim report and quarterly reports were issued

in 2008. Periodic reports have become an important

platform and window for CSEC to maintain its listing

status, perform its obligations as a listed company and

establish its image in the capital market. They also form

the basis on which we enable investors to have a correct

understanding of the Company’s profit model and make

correct assessment of the Company’s value, and carry

out daily investor relations activities. Further, they serve

as an important means whereby we improve the

transparency of corporate governance, make

improvements in our operation as required by the

requirements of the capital market, popularize our

corporate culture and establish our corporate image.

The Company regards periodic reports as an annual

task for us to report our overall position to the

shareholders and important documents highlighting our

operation results, corporate governance, business

innovation and strategic development. These periodic

reports are required to be true, accurate, complete,

useful, comparable, readable and compliant and meet

the requirements of investors and regulatory bodies. The

Company won the International ARC Awards for the

design, printing and production of its 2007 Annual

Report and Social Responsibility Report.

The Company published 128 announcements in relation

to various aspects of its operation and management in

both listing venues, including the following:

• The Company disclosed major operational data in

the market on a monthly basis, so that investors are

aware of the Company’s operation status each

month;



• As the Company’s operation environment and

political environment experienced drastic changes in

2008, the Company promptly made announcements

which clarified the impact of new policies of the state

government on the Company, including two

announcements in relation to adjustment of power

tariffs and export quota;

• To let the market know more information regarding

the progress on new projects, the Company

published an announcement in relation to the

exploration licence for the Watermark Exploration

Area in Australia; and

• To meet relevant regulatory requirements, the

Company issued results announcements,

announcements in relation to the Board of Directors

and general meetings and announcements in relation

to connected transactions and unusual price

movements.

The Company constantly improved its information

disclosure procedures and systems, set up the

information work team and established effective

information disclosure channels in each department of

our headquarter and all branches or subsidiaries. By

doing this, we were able to keep abreast of the

Company’s developments in all aspects and meet the

regulatory requirements relating to information disclosure

of significant events.

Investor relations activities
Since the beginning of 2008, the world-wide financial

crisis has posed serious challenges for the development

of CSEC and investment return of CSEC’s investors.

Under the great market pressure, CSEC continued to

create value for the shareholders through its healthy

operation. CSEC disclosed its latest developments to

domestic and international investors in a timely, all-

round, in-depth and objective manner and shared with

them CSEC’s analysis of the industry and macro

economy, with a view to raising the confidence and

overcoming the challenges with its investors.
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In 2008, the Company had communication with a total

of over 2,730 analysts or fund managers. Among these

investors, 1,310 were met by the Company through

road shows, 500 through investment forums and 620

through visits and conference calls. The Company also

held reverse road shows to improve the investors’

confidence and understanding of the development of the

Company.

The Company pays special attention to individual

investors. Besides setting up a dedicated hot line and a

special mail box to the secretary of the board, the

Company also introduced board secretary online inquiry

services in 2008 so as to provide an alternative

communication channel for small and medium investors,

thereby securing their access to information disclosed

by the Company in a timely and comprehensive manner.

In 2008, the Company won the “Sixth Place of the Top

100 Listed Companies of Investor Relations

Management in China” and the “IR Innovation Award of

PRC A-share Listed Companies” jointly conducted and

appraised by the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the

Shenzhen Stock Exchange and ranked the first in “Asia’s

Top Shareholder-Friendly Companies (Metals and

Mining)” awarded by Institutional Investor.

Dividend distribution policy
The Company makes dividend distribution in accordance with the Company Law and the Articles of

Association. The Company adopts a continuous and stable dividend distribution policy. After listing, a

total of cash dividend of RMB 34.535 billion has been distributed by the Company from 2005 to

2007. The Board recommends the distribution of RMB 0.46 per share (including tax) for 2008. Total

mount of cash dividends was approximately RMB 9.149 billion (including tax), representing 34.4% of

the basic earnings per share under the Accounting Standard for Business Enterprises.

Dividend distribution history

Net profit
attributable to equity

Amount of cash Amount of shareholders of
dividend per share cash dividend the Company in

Dividend Year Distribution Time (tax inclusive) (tax inclusive) the dividend year
(RMB/share) (RMB million) (RMB million)

Final dividend for 2006 July 2007 0.34 6,150 17,578
Special dividend for 2007 October 2007/June 2008 1.13 22,544 20,497
Final dividend for 2007

(from 1 July 2007 to 31 December 2007) June 2008 0.18 3,580 20,497
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Performance of share prices
H Share

Customer Relations
The Company mainly produces and sells thermal coal

products and conducts sizeable power generation

business. CSEC places great emphasis on its

relationship with customers, especially customers of coal

products. In 2008, the key points of the Company’s

customer relations work included dedication in fulfilling

contracts, provision of coal quality assurance for

customers, improvement in the after-sales services

system and customized product development based on

customers’ needs. By doing this, the Company

effectively increased the market share of Shenhua coal,

supply capability, market creditworthiness and customer

satisfaction of Shenhua coal.

A Share

The Company’s coal production operations are mainly

located in Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi Province and Shanxi

Province. The Company’s coal products are mainly sold

to domestic and overseas markets through self-owned

railway lines or ports, and some of the coal products are

sold at the mine mouth. Domestic sales were mainly

made to the eastern and southern coastal regions of

China, while export sales were mainly made to South

Korea, Japan and Taiwan of China. In 2008, CSEC

achieved commercial coal sales of 232.7 million tonnes.

Seaborne coal sales amounted to 139.4 million tonnes,

representing approximately 25% of that in costal regions

of the PRC. Coal export volume was 21.2 million tonnes,

representing approximately 46% of the coal export of

the PRC.

The Company’s power operations are mainly located in

mine mouths, areas along the railway lines and coastal

regions. Our direct customers include power grid

companies which sell power to end users. The

Company’s power operations offer timely and effective

power supply in accordance with the dispatching

requirements of power grid companies.



Coal sales
The Company’s coal products are generally sold to

domestic and overseas coal-fired power plants,

metallurgy and chemical companies. In the face of

drastic turbulence in the coal market in 2008, the

Company continued to place equal emphasis on

creditworthiness and stable cooperation relationship and

strived to ensure the fulfillment rate of contract.

Due to the continued extreme weather of low

temperature, rain and snow and frost in South China,

where many of CSEC’s key power customers are

located, in the first quarter of 2008, the coal inventory of

the power plants was so low that it might cause

downtime. Despite the fact that contract coal price was

significantly lower than spot coal price, CSEC actively

performed its social responsibility to solve the supply

shortage of thermal coal in South China by increasing

thermal coal production and improving the fulfilment rate

of thermal coal contracts to 118.8%.

During the Beijing Olympics, the Company actively

provided the premier and environmental friendly thermal

coal for Beijing and surrounding markets and made its

contribution to the “Green Olympics”.

The Company sells its products under the principle of

fully satisfying customers’ needs. When customers’

needs change, the Company will increase or decrease

its supply according to the needs of customers. As the

coal demand from our customer in the metallurgy and

chemical industries significantly decreased in the second

half of 2008, the Company decreased its coal supply as

required by the customers. Under the circumstances of

a significant increase in the spot price of thermal coal,

the Company fulfilled its contracts with power

customers. The fulfilment rate of thermal coal contracts

for the whole year of 2008 was 101.9%, which was

higher than the industry average to the knowledge of the

Company.

Customer services
The Company constantly improves its customer services

and strives to improve customer satisfaction. Besides

ensuring the fulfilment of coal contracts, the Company

also improved its service quality and decreased and

prevented disputes with its customers through the

establishment of communication associations which are

open to customers, customized product development

based on customers’ needs and strict control over coal

quality. According to the questionnaire survey and

customer visit made by the Company in 2008, the

customer satisfaction of CSEC’s coal quality was 97%

and the satisfaction indicators in other respects

exceeded 95%.

Establish a good relationship with customers through

the establishment of “Shenhua coal” laboratory

association. The Company has set up the “Shenhua

coal” laboratory association comprising regulatory

bodies at the port and the place of origin and

customers’ technicians and carries out technological

communication through this association, so as to

strengthen the communication and exchange with our

customers, identify the problems encountered by

customers in using “Shenhua coal” and provide timely

and effective support, and solve and handle such

problems encountered by customers as soon as

possible under the principle of impartiality, speediness,

friendship and minimal loss. So far, approximately 40

“Shenhua coal” customers have become members of

the association.



Satisfy customers’ various needs through customized

product development. Besides visiting customers on a

monthly basis, the Company also conducts customized

product development and research to satisfy customers’

needs based on their requirements and suggestions in

the following manners:

• Provide customized services for customers and

develop the coal category that best satisfy

customers’ needs by such means as pre-sales coal

blending. In 2008, the Company formulated the

Manual on the Coordination of Coal Supply. This

manual provides, in addition to the quality analysis of

22 basic coal categories, 50 shipment plans for 27

importers of 6 countries or regions and 172

shipment plans for different coal categories of 172

domestic customers; and

• Actively conduct research and development of new

products to satisfy customers’ needs, including the

“combustion technique of Shenhua coal”, the

“promotion and application of the technique of

making water coal slurry with Shenhua coal” and the

“experiment and research of skimming agent with

higher ash fusion points of Shenhua coal”.
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Establish a systematic management and control

system to ensure satisfactory coal quality. Pursuant to

the national and industry standards and requirements of

the ISO9001 quality management system, the Company

established a regularized, systematic and

informationized coal quality control and management

system. Details of the measures taken are as follows:

• establish the systems for on-site management of

coal quality, system for inspection and forecast of

coal quality, coal quality information network system

and system for coal upgrading and processing to

ensure stable coal quality;

• proceed the mixed washing renovation and research

on coal dehydration of the coal separating plant and

control coal quality at the level of source;

• build 9 “Super Iron-separators” in Huanghua Port,

Shenhua Tianjin Coal Dock and Qinghuangdao Port

to improve the exterior quality of “Shenhua coal”;

and

• provide product design and services support,

provide customized services to customers and

develop the coal category that best satisfy

customers’ needs by such means as pre-sales coal

blending.

Supplier Relations
The Company adheres to the principle of equal

negotiation and mutual benefit to build long-term

strategic partnership with suppliers that have excellent

qualification, credibility and products, and high quality

service.

After setting up and implementing the Procurement

Management Policy of China Shenhua Energy Company

Limited, the Company established unified suppliers

management system in accordance with the policy and

principles of centralised management, dynamic

appraisals and survival of the fittest. The Company

carries out measurable eligibility tests and appraisal of

suppliers and establish long-term cooperative relations

with suppliers that have high product quality, strong

service capability and credibility by way of agreements.

CSEC is committed to cooperating with domestic

suppliers, speeding up the localization process of high-

end equipment and giving priority to domestic materials

and equipment featuring sophisticated production

technology, reliable product quality and significant price

advantage. This not only reduces the Company’s

procurement costs, but also effectively promotes the

industry upgrading of the domestic manufacturing

industry and creates a win-win situation. For details of

the equipment localization, please refer to the relevant

sections of “Technological Innovation Achievement” of

this report.



Besides purchasing quality products featuring strong

quality, considerate services and sophisticated

technology, the Company also sets indicators for energy

conservation and consumption reduction and avoid

using phased-out domestic products and technologically

backward equipment, so as to ensure the energy

conservation and environmental friendliness of CSEC’s

production process and urge suppliers to perform their

social responsibility of energy conservation and

consumption reduction.

The Company’s five largest suppliers in 2008 were

suppliers in the PRC. The Company’s purchases from its

five largest suppliers represent approximately 20.4% of

the Company’s total purchases.

Creditor Relations
Based on its relatively steady financial structure and

sufficient cash flows, the Company actively makes use

of its financial leverage to create greater value for the

shareholders. The interest cover ratio of the Company

under the Accounting Standard for Business Enterprise

was 8.4 in 2008. The Company’s major creditors include

banks and suppliers.

The Company has placed constant emphasis on its

cooperative relationship with banks and is committed to

establishing a competitive and diversified financing

system. The Company intends to consolidate its indirect

financing channels, ensure the availability of operational

funds and enjoy relatively favourable financing costs

through the entering into of cooperation agreements and

facility borrowing agreements with major financial

institutions. The banks provide loans in a timely manner

as they have sufficient trust in the financial structure and

healthy operation of the Company. The Company repays

the principal and interest thereon on schedule and has

established a long-term friendly cooperative relationship

with the banks.

The Company performs its contracts entered into with

suppliers and makes timely payments for trade

payables, thus winning a good business reputation and

obtaining active support from suppliers.
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Corporate Values:
“Scientific harmony, Virtuous cordiality, pursuring innovation and
changes”.

Corporate Mission:
“To provide green energy for the development of the whole society”.

Corporate Vision:
“To build CSEC into a world-class large energy company”.

Corporate Vision:
“Plain Living and hard struggle, pragmatic expantion and excellent
seeking”.





The report only contains brief information on

corporate governance. For more details, please refer

to the relevant sections of the Company’s 2008

Annual Report.

CSEC has firmly established the concept of strict

compliance with laws and regulations, carrying on

regulated operations according to law and is committed

to establishing a modern corporate governance

structure incorporating impartiality and efficiency

whereby the Shareholders’ general meeting, board of

directors and supervisory committee undertake their

own responsibilities and conduct efficient operations.

The Company adhered to the relevant requirements of

the regulatory authorities and listing rules to regulate

corporate governance. The Company has formulated

rules and procedures for shareholders’ general

meetings, board meetings, special committees of the

board and the supervisory committee and strengthened

the Company’s strategic decision-making and risk

control ability. The board of directors set up the strategy

committee, the audit committee, the remuneration

committee, the nomination committee, and the safety,

health and environment committee to promote the

regularized operations of corporate governance.

In 2008, CSEC won the “Corporate Governance

Excellence Awards” awarded by the Chamber of Hong

Kong Listed Companies.

In respect of social responsibility, the Company’s board

of directors and the strategy committee, the audit

committee, the remuneration committee and the safety,

health and environment committee are responsible for

determining and managing the Company’s social

responsibility strategies.

The Company’s headquarters and subsidiaries and

branches set up special regular institutions such as the

energy conservation and emission reduction office, and

allocate management positions and workers in respect

of remuneration and benefits, energy conservation and

emission reduction, technological innovation, production

safety and environmental production to relevant

departments to be responsible for management,

implementation and fulfilment of affairs relating to social

responsibility.

The Investor Relations Department is responsible for the

disclosure of information relating to corporate social

responsibility, and replying to inquiries from stakeholders

such as investors and regulatory bodies in relation to the

performance of corporate social responsibility.

General Meetings
The Company convenes general meetings in

accordance with the requirements of the listing rules of

the listing places, the Articles of Association and Rules

and Procedures of Shareholders’ General Meetings.

Shareholders fully enjoy various rights such as right of

information, to speak, to address questions and to vote.

To fully safeguard minority shareholders’ interests,

connected shareholders and connected directors are

required to abstain from voting on any issue relating to

the controlling shareholder considered at a general

meeting.
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Following the listing of its H shares in 2005, the

Company held three general meetings in Hong Kong,

namely the 2005 AGM, 2006 AGM and the first EGM of

2007.

Following the listing of its A shares in 2007, the

Company held the 2007 annual general meeting on 16

May 2008 in Beijing. Shareholders attending in person

and by proxy totalled 89, and the number of shares

represented by them was 16.34 billion shares,

representing 82.2% of the total share capital of the

Company, which fully reflected the will of shareholders.

Board of Directors

As at 31 December 2008, the Board of Directors of the

Company comprised seven directors, including 2

executive directors, 2 non-executive directors and 3

independent non-executive directors. Members of the

Board possess obvious professional features and their

knowledge structure and professions are supplemental,

which helps ensure the reasonable decision-making of

the Board.

As at 31 December 2008, the Company held a total of

27 board meetings, 10 of which were held in 2008.

The Company strives to comply with the requirements of

relevant laws and regulations, the Articles of Association,

Rules and Procedures of Board Meetings to facilitate

and ensure that proper conditions are in place for

independent non-executive directors to perform their

duties. Independent non-executive directors maintained

their independence required for independent directors,

performed their functions of supervision and participated

in the making of important decisions of the Company.

Therefore the independent directors of the Company

played a key role in monitoring the operation of the

Company and protected the lawful interests of minority

shareholders. In 2008, the Board reviewed and

approved the Systems of Independent Directors of

China Shenhua Energy Company Limited and the Rules

and Procedures of Meetings of the Audit Committee of

the Board of China Shenhua Energy Company Limited.

Supervisory Committee
The Supervisory Committee of the Company had, under

the principle of integrity, honestly carried out their

supervisory duties, protected the interests of

shareholders and duly overseen the operations and the

financial position of the Company in 2008 as well as the

performance by the directors and senior management of

the Company of their duties, in accordance with the

Company Law of the People’s Republic of China and

the Articles of Association of the Company. Please refer

to the relevant sections of the Supervisory Committee’s

Report in the Company’s 2008 Annual Report for more

details.



Internal Control
Since its establishment, the Company has been

dedicated in the establishment and improvement of an

internal control system and continued improvement of its

control procedures with an aim to increase operation

efficiency and reduce operation risks. The Company has

established a series of internal control systems and

control mechanisms on various aspects covering assets

supervision and management, capital management,

investment management and personnel management,

ensuring that the Company’s business activities are

systematically conducted in accordance with

appropriate authorization, achieving the target of

protecting the Company starting from basic staff, and a

closed-end monitoring system to promote establishment

of internal control culture starting from the management.

The Company attaches great importance to anti-

corruption and has formulated and implemented the

Opinion on the Establishment and Improvement of An

Anti-corruption System Focusing on Education,

Regulation and Supervision to provide guidelines on the

establishment of a punishment and prevention system.

Our branches and subsidiaries have formulated overall

planning, phase target and annual work program for the

establishment of a punishment and prevention system

and implemented various work targets and tasks. The

Company has taken such measures as strengthening

anti-corruption education, establishing and improving

the policy system and enhancing supervision to improve

the Company’s ability to fight against corruption and

promote the healthy, steady and harmonious

development of the Company.

In 2008, the Company was appraised as Advanced

Enterprise of Internal Audit in the PRC and Advanced

Coal Enterprise of Internal Audit in the PRC.

This section only contains a brief description of the

Company’s internal control. For more information,

please refer to the Company’s Self-assessment Report

on Corporate Internal Control for 2008.
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Safety production objective:
“Preventing serious accidents, reducing general accidents, striving to
eliminate liability fatality accidents, and striving to keep the fatality rate
per million tonnes of raw coal at zero”.

Safety production principle:
“Eliminating fatality rates in coal mines”, “Keeping gas emission within
restricted level to avoid accident”.

Safety production is being enforced in the workplaces
of the sites:
“The coal miners’ workplaces are under the mines, the railway workers’
workplaces are on the lines, the port workers’ workplace are on the
routes and the power plant workers’ workplace are in the workshops”.



Production Safety
Ensuring production safety is CSEC’s basic social

responsibility. One of the Company’s goals is to become

a company with “intrinsic safety”. Since its

establishment, the Company’s coal operations,

transportation operations and power operations all have

good safety records. The Company has become a

model in China’s coal industry in terms of scale,

efficiency and production safety. In 2008, the fatality rate

per million tonnes of raw coal of CSEC was zero, which

was leading in the world, and no general and above

accident occurred in the railway, port and power

operations of the Company. In 2008, 16 out of the 19

coal mines of the Company were accredited as 2007

specially safe and highly efficient mines in China (one of

the most important rewards in China’s coal industry,

involving production safety, economic efficiency,

mechanisation level of mining and environmental

protection, etc.) by China Coal Industry Association,

representing approximately 84% of the Company’s coal

mines in production and 17% of China’s coal mines, and

the raw coal output of these 16 specially safe and highly

efficient mines represents approximately 86% of the total

raw coal output of the Company. In 2008, a number of

subsidiaries and branches were accredited as a superior

enterprise in the 2007 “Cup of Safety and Health in

China” Contest by All China Federation of Trade Unions

and State Administration of Work Safety.

Checking power plant equipment for monitor and control



Safety management mechanism
The Company has set up safety supervisory

organizations at each level within headquarter,

subsidiaries, branches and production units, and these

supervisory organizations are under line management at

each level in accordance with the principle of “the

headquarter supervises, the production units

undertakes, and all staff participate in”. The Safety,

Health and Environmental Committee of the Board of

Directors, the vice president in charge of safety affairs

and a specialised department, the Safety, Health and

Environmental Department, are responsible for the

management of general safety, health and environmental

protection. Safety supervisory organizations are set up

at each level within subsidiaries, branches and

production units. As at 31 December 2008, there was a

total of more than 1,100 specialised supervisory staff in

the Company. Safety management and supervision has

become a vital part of the Company’s daily production.

The Company has formulated various rules including the

“Safety Responsibility System of China Shenhua Energy

Company Limited” and the “Administrative Measures of

Rewards and Penalties for Occupational Safety of China

Shenhua Energy Company Limited” in the last two

years. In the last 3 years, subsidiaries and branches had

set up effective mechanisms for production safety

management, by improving and amending a total of 135

systems involving contingency and emergency aid, work

group management, elimination of potential hazards,

monitoring and control of sources of potential serious

accidents, investment in safety, education and training in

safety, prediction and warning in safety and accidents

investigation and accountability.

Measures for production safety
While establishing and improving the management

mechanism, in 2008, the Company ensured the

production safety and made progress in the

establishment of the “intrinsic safety management

system” by strengthening the safety awareness and skill

training, increasing the investment in safety and

strengthening the application of information technology

and mechanism. The intrinsic safety management

system aims at realizing production safety and

implementing safety management at all processes of

production and operation to ensure high centralization of

staff, equipment, environment and management and

realize intrinsic safety.

As at 31 December 2008, 19 coal mines in production

of the Company had set up “intrinsic safety

management systems”; of the 14 power plants of

Guohua Power Branch, 7 had achieved NOSA (National

Occupational Safety Association) five-star level, 4 had

achieved NOSA four-star level; Huanghua Port has

passed the assessment of NOSA four-star level as a

whole, and is the only enterprise which has achieved

NOSA four-star level in port sector in China.
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Strengthening safety training. In 2008, the Company improved the safety awareness and operation

skills of its front-line staff, through focusing on providing sufficient and pointed training at basic

working units with a view to guard the first pass for production safety. The training was provided

mainly by means of “one question every day, one inspection every ten days, one examination every

month, one assessment every quarter”, identification of risks before taking up positions and case

study, etc; the practicability of the training was improved by applying the method of combining

training in spare time with off-job training, combining safety training and job-specific training and

combining theory study and on-site operation; through the combination of election of “Star basic

working units” and improved assessment of basic working units, the training had improved safety

awareness, operation skills of the staff and the energy of basic working units. In 2008, CSEC’s

subsidiaries and branches held 961 safety training seminars in total, and the total number of

employees receiving training amounted to 80,034.

Increasing investment in production safety. Through the increase in the investment in production

safety, the Company managed to improve its production conditions, enhance its mechanization,

ease its labour intensity and reduce the potential hazards. In 2008, the Company’s investment in

safety amounted to approximately RMB2.1 billion.

In 2008, the investment in safety of the Company in respect of coal operations was primarily utilised

in the reform and optimisation of ventilation systems for coal mines, the purchase of antiknock

devices for washing and loading systems, the instalment of belt protection devices, the

establishment of PHS(Personal Handy-phone System) and the underground workers positioning

system, the reform and optimisation of waterproofing system for coal mines and the fire-fighting

equipment; the investment in safety in respect of transportation operations was primarily utilised in

the regulation of subgrade defects, the reform of microcomputer interlocking in stations, the reform

of on-board cab signal, the instalment of safety screen, the standardisation of safety quality, and the

operation of NOSA system, etc; the investment in safety in respect of power operations was

primarily utilised in the equipment maintenance.

As at the end of  2008, mobile communication systems have been installed in 13 coal mines of the

Company, and underground workers management systems have been installed in 15 coal mines of

the Company. Monitoring systems for CO, CO2 and gas have been installed in all coal mines in

production of the Company, and the Company has reached 100% mechanization rate of mining and

excavation in all coal mines. The application of information technology in respect of transportation

and power operations is leading in the industry.

Results in production safety
The production safety of the Company takes a leading position in the international coal mining

industry. In 2008, there was no fatality in the production of a million tonnes of raw coal of the

Company, which is leading in the world.

2006 2007 2008

Fatality rate per million CSEC 0.027 0.006 0
tonnes of raw coal Key State-owned coal mines 0.626 0.383 0.330

Coal mines all around China 2.041 1.485 1.182

Number of serious accidents or above (note) in CSEC 0 0 0

Note: as defined in the “Production Safety Accident Report and Investigation & Treatment Regulations ” (No. 493 Order of the
State Council)



There was no fatality in 13 subsidiaries and branches of

the Company for 3 consecutive years.

15 out of 19 coal mines in production have achieved

continuous safe production for over 1,000 days, among

which Shendong Majiata opencast coal mine and

Shangwan coal mine have achieved continuous safe

production for 22 years and over 9 years respectively.

The transportation operations have achieved continuous

safe production, without personal injury accidents of

minor injury or above, general or above equipment

liability accidents and general or above traffic accidents

on water.

Guohua Power Branch maintained a good production

safety record in 2007 and 2008, and had never

experienced general or above equipment accidents.

Future plan
CSEC fully implements the “intrinsic safety management

system”, with a focus on prevention, control and

management of risks and involving 4 aspects including

people, equipment, environment and management.

The Company will strive to achieve the following

objectives within 3 to 5 years:

Operation staff: with strong safety awareness, good

safety skills, job-specific expertise and knowledge of

standard operation procedures, achieving “no three

breaches’ (being breach of supervision rules, breach of

operation rules and breach of labour disciplines) and

personal safety being ensured.

Equipment and facilities: being in safe operation all the

time and forming a safety system of “people and

equipment being supplementary and conditional to each

other”.

Environment system: ensuring safe, healthy and

ordered working conditions for staff.

Management system: establishing a long-term

mechanism for production safety which involves safety

culture, legal system for safety, safety responsibility,

safety technology and investment in safety and fits the

Company’s operation and management.
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Employees’ Interests
CSEC has been in compliance with laws and regulations

including the “Labour Law of the People’s Republic of

China” and the “Labour Contract Law of the People’s

Republic of China” to strictly regulate the employment,

personnel management and remuneration management,

to provide job opportunities for laid-offs, veterans, the

disabled and minorities, to facilitate employment in the

community and to prevent employment of child labour.

The Company ensures rights of employees to know,

rights to choose and rights to appeal by establishing

workers’ conferences and labour union; establishes a

security system for employees through improving

systems of remuneration and benefits, improving

working conditions and concerning for employees’

health; creates conditions for employees’ future

development through training and company-wide career

planning. In view of the working conditions and labour

intensity of the industry in which the Company

operates,in addition to protecting basic interests of

employees, the Company also focuses on the

occupational health and career development of

employees and the improvement in the happiness of the

employees.

As at 31 December 2008, the Company had a total of

59,543 employees, detailed as follows:

Composition of employees

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Operation and Repair staff 29,729 27,707 28,644 38,227 38,670
Management and administration staff 4,409 4,026 5,852 6,833 7,455
Financial staff 409 488 529 748 891
Research and development and

technical support staff 2,366 4,414 3,913 4,948 5,170
Sales and marketing staff 869 945 902 1,072 1,264
Other staff 4,879 4,207 5,176 6,999 6,093

Total 42,661 41,787 45,016 58,827 59,543

Employees of the Company are mainly located in Beijing, Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi, Hebei and certain

coastal provinces and cities.

Basketball game



Basic interests of employees
The Company has established workers’ conference and

labour union, and material rules involving employees’

interests are subject to the consideration of workers’

conference in accordance with the legal procedures.

Through established rules and communication methods,

the Company ensures employees’ rights to know and

rights to choose in terms of remunerations and benefits,

training and development, performance assessment and

personnel management. Employees may appeal to

departments, including labour union and the Human

Resources Department, and the senior management

and their rights to appeal are protected.

The Company enters into labour contracts with

employees in accordance with relevant laws and the

principles of “equality, free will, negotiated consensus”.

Labour contracts contain comprehensive and legal

terms on contract duration, job duties, labour protection,

conditions of employment, remuneration, labour

discipline, conditions for the termination of and liability

for the breach of labour contracts.

Security system for employees
The Company has built comprehensive security system

for employees, which is reflected in providing employees

with competitive remuneration packages and

considerate benefits and focusing on occupational

health security for employees.

The remuneration system of the Company is in line with

the requirements of the market and the Company’s

position in the market. The Company ensures equality of

opportunity in respect of the system and structure of

remuneration in accordance with the principles of

remuneration commensurate with positions and

capabilities, and values employees’ sense of

competence and achievement. Employees who have

better performance will receive more chances of

promotion and higher remunerations.
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The Company has taken out legal social insurance,

including pension insurance, medical insurance,

unemployment insurance, labour injury insurance and

maternity insurance, and housing fund for employees in

accordance with the requirements of the State, has

taken out commercial insurance including

supplementary pension insurance and supplementary

medical insurance for employees, and has taken out

group accidental injury insurance and family property

insurance for employees. The Company has set up a

family member medical security system for employees to

a certain extent.

The Company has established a complete system of

rest and vacation to ensure employees’ rights to work,

rest and take vacation. Subject to the requirements of

the State, the Company encourages employees to take

vacation, provides employees with places for exercise,

and holds outings, cultural or sports games and other

group activities for employees.

The Company improves working conditions for

employees and eliminates potential hazards and

occupational hazards through increased investment in

production safety and occupational health. A system of

working lunch is implemented in front-line production

units, all underground working units are provided with

free lunches to ensure the employees can have hot

water and lunch with a view to ensuring employees’

health and energy. The system of “4 shifts with 6 hours

for each shift” is implemented in power plants and

certain coal mines, which helped to substantially ease

the labour intensity of front-line staff.

The Company always considers the health of employees

its most vital asset. As such, the Company has

established a relatively sound annual physical

examination system, has prepared an occupational

health database for employees, and has provided



employees who suffer from occupational diseases with

proper treatment and arrangements. In 2008, the

Company conducted a company-wide occupational

health physical examination, and there were only 3 new

cases of occupational diseases, a decrease of 78.6%

year on year. The prevention of occupational diseases of

the Company has achieved a remarkable result.

The total investment of the Company in occupational

health in 2008 amounted to approximately RMB78

million, representing a consecutive increase for years.

Such funds are mainly used in the control of

occupational hazards factors, inspection of occupational

hazards factors at working sites, employee working

lunch, labour protection products and physical check-

up.

The Company actively establishes and implements the

OHSAS18001 occupational safety and health

management system, which has been successfully

implemented in Shendong Coal Branch and Huanghua

Port.

Career planning for employees
The Company conducts career planning and design for

all employees, so as to design different “tracks” for the

management, professionals and technicians and skilled

workers to facilitate their career development.

The Company conducts training by adhering to the

philosophy of “training is the greatest staff benefits,

development is the best incentive”. In 2008, 17 training

seminars were held for corporate office staff on topics

such as professional knowledge, general legal

knowledge, skills for discharging their official duties,

business etiquette and civil attainment to improve

employees’ capability; the Company chose 3 batches of

employees to attend full-time master education on

accounting and held large-scale training for accounting

staff on a rotating basis, which greatly improved their

capabilities; 4 training seminars for group leaders in

companies engaged in road and port operations were

held, with a total of over 200 attendees, which improved

the capability in and art of management of group leaders

and improved the management efficiency of basic

working units; the Company also provided opportunities

for personal development by choosing excellent

employees to attend master and doctorate education.

Future plan
CSEC will promote the development to provide a reliable

platform for employees’ career development and

promotion. It will further improve capabilities of all staff

by the implementation of comprehensive training plans

with full coverage; will facilitate career development and

improve the happiness of employees. CSEC will strive to

become a first-class energy company with social

responsibility which makes progress together with its

employees and enjoys good relations with its staff within

3 to 5 years.
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he Company is a pioneer of the coal production, transportation and

power industry of China in terms of environmental protection and energy

conservation and emission reduction.

The Company’s coal operations, transportation operations and power operations

inevitably involve the use of water and energy resources, and the solid, liquid and

gas waste released in the production progress will cause pollution to the

environment. The Company has always been adhering to basic policies of the

State including the scientific concept of development and environmental protection

by dedicating efforts in complying with standards for environmental protection and

requirements of emission in relevant industries in China and accepting supervision

from local environmental authorities.

T



In 2008, in accordance with the principle of

“controlling pollution at the source and implementing

cleaner production to achieve harmonious

development” and with the primary objective of

building ecological mines and pollution-free power

plants, the Company reduced the effect caused on

environment by its production and operation by

focusing on increasing the investment in

environmental improvement and energy conservation

and emission reduction, improving the efficiency of

energy utilisation, developing and utilising alternative

energy and new energy, protecting water resources

and building a number of facilities for pollution

prevention and control and environmental protection.

In 2008, the Company’s energy consumption

indicators and key pollutants emission indicators

decreased to a certain extent, there was no

environmental accident and the Company wasn’t

punished by the environmental administrative

authorities during the year.

In 2008, Shendong Coal Branch was accredited as an

“Environment-friendly Coal Enterprise in China” issued

by All-China Environment Federation.

Water sprinkling dust removal facilities at Shenhua Tianjin Coal Dock

Management Mechanism for
Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction
The Company has established departments and

positions responsible for environmental protection and

energy conservation and emission reduction. In terms of

environmental protection, the Safety, Health and

Environmental Protection Committee of the Board of

Directors, the vice president in charge of environmental

protection and a specialised department, the Safety,

Health and Environment Department, are responsible for

the environmental protection of the Company. Each

major subsidiary or branch of the Company has its own

environmental protection department. In terms of energy

conservation and emission reduction, the Company has

formed a leading group led by the president of the

Company comprising relative departments such as the

Science & Development Department and heads of

subsidiaries and braches, to facilitate the implementation

of energy conservation and emission reduction of the

Company.



The Company incorporates objectives of environmental

protection and energy conservation and emission

reduction into the performance assessment criteria

system, sets clear objectives and criteria for each

subsidiary and branch. A number of management rules

and systems involving environmental protection and

energy conservation and emission reduction have been

established. The Company has made active efforts to

set up and implement the ISO 14001 environmental

management system, and currently the system has been

in operation in Shendong Coal Branch, Huanghua Port

and Shendong Coal. The Company has formulated

management rules including the “Planning for energy

conservation and emission reduction during the

‘Eleventh Five-Year Plan’ period”, the “Rules for data

statistics of energy conservation and emission

reduction” and the “Provisional rules for management of

energy conservation and emission reduction”, and has

been conducting energy conservation and emission

reduction in accordance with the requirements of the

State for energy conservation and emission reduction for

the ‘Eleventh Five-Year Plan’ period.

The Company has been dedicated in compliance with

the requirements of the State in relation to environmental

protection and energy conservation and emission

reduction, and external supervision has been introduced

to promote the implementation. The Company has been

implementing the management rules of the State in

relation to environmental protection and water

protection, conducting environmental impact

assessment and water and soil conservation proposal

before the commencement of construction of new

projects and conducting inspection before the

commencement of production in order to comply with

the “Three Simultaneities” rules of the State.

The Company carries out full examination on

environmental protection regularly to identify potential

hazards and problems for environmental protection. The

Company also has been in active in the advertisement

and education in environmental protection and energy

conservation and emission reduction, so as to form a

cultural environment of an environment-friendly company

to enhance employees’ awareness of resources

conservation and environmental protection and to

develop a sense of social responsibility.

Investment in environmental
protection, energy conservation and
emission reduction
In 2008, CSEC made great efforts to promote the

implementation of environmental protection and energy

conservation and emission reduction in mines, railways,

ports and power plants.
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In terms of environmental protection, the Company’s

investment in environmental protection amounted to

about RMB1.95 billion, and the Company’s investment

in environmental protection for the last 3 years were all

maintained at approximately RMB2 billion. In terms of

energy conservation and emission reduction, the

Company has set up an energy conservation and

emission reduction fund, and the investment in energy

conservation and emission reduction projects in 2008

amounted to a total of RMB1.39 billion. Furthermore, the

Company applied for relevant financial reward in

accordance with policies in relation to reward on

technical reform on energy conservation issued by the

State. As at 31 December 2008, the Company had

received a total of State reward on technical reform on

energy conservation of approximately RMB12.7 million,

and achieved financing for energy conservation and

emission reduction with multiple resources.

In 2008, the funds invested by the Company in

environmental protection energy conservation and

emission reduction were mainly utilised in the

construction of desulphurization facilities for power

plants, the construction of water treatment facilities for

coal mines, the construction of dust suppression

facilities for coal yards, the application of ground source

heat pump technologies and the equipment reform of

energy conservation.

Environmental Research and
Development
The Company put great emphasis on environmental

research and development while improving the

management mechanism and increasing the investment

in environmental protection. In 2008, CSEC obtained

approvals for more than 10 projects on environmental

protection technologies, with a total of budget for

research and development projects of over RMB110

million. These projects mainly involved gas emission

reduction, comprehensive utilisation of mine water, and

treatment and comprehensive utilisation of solid

industrial waste, including the research on Shenhua

Guohua Jinjie energy’s role in the increase of boiler

efficiency and the decrease of emission of flue gas and

nitrogen oxide, the research on Shenhua CO2 capture

and storage (CCS) technical plan and demonstrative



project, the research on technologies on pre-treatment

of mine water in Shendong Mines, the research and

development of the industrial technology system of

comprehensive utilisation of fly ash in Zhunge’er Mines,

and the distribution of and technologies for water

resources in Jinjie Mines.

The Company finished the following major research and

development projects in relation to environmental

protection in 2008:

“Integrated techniques for improvement of ecological

environment in large coal bases in desertified areas”:

The object of research is Shendong Mines, with the

purpose of solving the conflicts between large-scale coal

production in desertified areas of Western China and the

ecological environment.

“Research on the cultivation of and application

techniques for native tree species in Shendong Mines”:

selecting plant species that are beneficial to the recovery

of the ecology in the subsidence areas. These species

have a broad scope in future application in Shendong

Mines.

“Research on the application techniques for water and

ecology in Shendong Mines’: The purpose is to raise the

utilisation rate of water, reduce the harm brought by land

salinization, extend the green period and life of ground

cover plants and reduce the cost of ecological

construction in the coal mines, so as to achieve a

reasonable and ordered utilisation of resources in

Shendong Mines such as water, land and plants.

Of the Company’s research subjects in relation to

environmental protection in 2008, the “Integrated

techniques for improvement of ecological environment in

large coal bases in desertified areas” won the National

Technology Advancement Award, the “Research on and

application of water-protective mining technologies in

Shendong Mines” won the Scientific Technology

Advancement Award for the Coal Industry and the

Shaanxi Province Scientific Technology Advancement

Award for the Coal Industry and the “Research on and

implementation of comprehensive treatment of dust in

Zhunge’er Power” won the first prize of 2008 Scientific

Technology Advancement Award in the Inner Mongolia

Autonomous Region.

Resources Utilisation
The Company’s coal production, transportation

operations and power operations involve the utilisation of

energy and water resources. Improving the energy

utilisation rate, developing and applying alternative

energy and new energy and protecting water resources

have been the Company’s focuses of concern.
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Energy utilisation
The Company conducts energy conservation and

consumption reduction in accordance with the

requirements of the State for energy conservation for the

‘Eleventh Five-Year Plan’ period. The Company’s coal

production and transportation operations consume

relatively less energy, and the energy consumption is

mainly caused by power operations. In 2008, the gross

energy consumption per RMB10,000 of the Company’s

coal production and transportation operations

decreased, and the energy consumption of the

Company’s power operations remained leading in China.

In 2008, the coal consumption rate of the Company’s

power operations amounted to 335 g/kwh. The coal

consumption rate in power supply of Guohua Power

Branch amounted to 325 g/kwh. The coal consumption

rate in power supply of Beijing Thermo amounted to 272

g/kwh, which set a new record of 200 mw combined

heat power unit in China and is 21 g/kwh lower than the

original record. The coal consumption rate of Shenmu

Power decreased by 18 g/kwh year on year. In 2008,

the coal consumption of Guohua Power Branch

amounted to approximately 16.40 million tonnes of

standard coal (1 tonne of standard coal = 29.3076

gigajoule).

The Company made great efforts to facilitate the on-the-

spot processing and utilisation of low heat coal in coal

mines to replace quality commercial coal, which not only

made full use of low heat coal resources, but also

created great economic benefits. In 2008, Shangwan

Thermo received direct economic benefits of over

RMB200 million by replacing quality coal with coal slime.

In addition, the Company utilised gangue in the power

generation, for the details of which please refer to the

section headed “Key emissions and their treatment”.

Recovery rate in coal mines
Resources are vital to CSEC’s future development, and

are the life line for its coal operations. Through improving

the recovery rate in coal mines, the Company can

reduce waste of resources, protect natural resources

and facilitate the sustained development of coal mines.

In 2008, the Company increased the recovery rates in

the production process of coal mainly through the

following ways: scientific and reasonable layout of



working face, upgrade of coal mining equipment,

adoption of high production and high efficiency

technique on thick coal seam and thin coal seam and

strengthened live management. The average recovery

rate of the Company’s coal mines for 2008 amounted to

78.3%, among the leading companies in the industry.

Development of renewable energy
The Company vigorously develops renewable energy

power projects to provide green energy and reduce

emission of greenhouses gases.

Zhuhai Hengqin Island Wind Farm project of CSEC

Guohua, currently being developed and operated by the

Company, located in the Hengqin Island south of

Zhuhai, faces Macau, Hong Kong and the urban area of

Zhuhai across the sea. Hengqin Island Wind Farm

project lies in an area with rich wind resources, and is

thus suitable for development and utilisation.

Zhuhai Hengqin Island Wind Farm project commenced

commercial operation on 1 January 2008, with a total

installed capacity of approximately 16 mw. In 2008, the

annual utilisation hours of Hengqin Island Wind Farm

project amounted to 1,803 hours, and its power

generation amounted to 30 million kwh, which could

meet the demand for power of 30,000 households in

Zhuhai. In terms of power generation, Zhuhai Hengqin

Island Wind Farm project can reduce coal consumption

by approximately 10,000 tonnes of standard coal and

reduce CO2 emission by approximately 23,000 tonnes.
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Construction site of the round shape coal storage terminal of Ninghai Power

Zhuhai wind power
farm project



Utilisation of water resources
The Company’s major mines are located in dry regions,

where the water resources are vital. Shendong Coal

Branch achieved self-supply of underground water for

production and supplemented domestic water and

water for ecology, greening and landscaping by

reserving water with underground goafs and filtering

waste water with gangue in goafs to convert goafs to

reservoirs with filtering function. The Company built 2

sets of mine water treatment facilities in Shendong

Mines in 2008, which increased the water treatment

capacity by 7.66 million tonnes per annum.

The Company also made great efforts in the utilisation of

water resources in respect of transportation operations.

In 2008, Shuohuang Railway completed 6 reclaimed

water upgrade projects of sewage works; Shenhua

Tianjin Coal Dock completed the construction of

domestic sewage works with capacity of 60 m3/h and

coal sewage works with capacity of 50 m3/h, and all

sewage are treated to meet discharge standard and

then used to be sprayed on the surface of coal to

achieve zero sewage emission and reduce dispersion of

coal dust; Huanghua Port and ShenhuaTianjin Coal

Dock set up recycling facilities for water from vessel

tanks, which recycled and purified water before the

utilisation of water to remove dust and helped to relieve

the shortage of fresh water in ports.

The Company reduced its water use by reducing water

consumption in power generation through technical

innovation and actively carrying out seawater

desalination and utilization of urban sewage. In 2008,

water consumption in power generation of Guohua

Power Branch decreased to 0.9 kg/kwh, the water

produced from seawater desalination amounted to

approximately 2.9 million tonnes, and the reclaimed

water produced by urban sewage treatment amounted

to approximately 13.7 million tonnes.

Key Emissions and Their Treatment
The Company produces emissions during its coal

production, transportation and sales and power

generation. In 2008, the Company reduced the adverse

effect brought by its production and operation through

increasing capital investment, emphasizing on

environmental research and building a number of

facilities for pollution prevention and environmental

protection.

Key emissions

Solid
Coal production and Gangue, coal dust

transportation operations
Power operations Fly ash, soot

Liquid
Coal production and Mine water, industrial

sewage,
transportation operations domestic sewage

Power operations Industrial sewage,
domestic sewage

Gas
Coal production and Methane

transportation operations
Power operations SO2, nitrogen oxide, CO2

Others Noise



Solid emissions
Major solid emissions of the Company’s coal production

and transportation operations are gangue and coal dust,

and major solid emissions of the Company’s power

operations are fly ash and soot.

Gangue
Gangue is the major waste produced during the

progress of coal mining and washing, and is

combustible. The gangue produced by the Company in

2008 amounted to approximately 16.9 million tonnes.

The Company utilises gangue mainly through gangue

power generation, construction material manufacturing

and rehabilitation; unused gangue are all treated for

security.

The Company controls the production of gangue at the

source. Through advanced technologies such as

rockless tunnels and disposal of gangue in abandoned

tunnels, the Company made great efforts to prevent the

emission of underground gangue and avoid the pollution

resulted from gangue occupying land and burning

gangue.

The Company currently operates and controls a variety

of gangue power generation projects including

Zhunge’er Gangue Power, Shenhua Sunshine and

Shenhua Yili. As at the end of 2008, the total installed

capacity of gangue power plants operated and

controlled by the Company amounted to 1,690 mw. 4

gangue power generation projects of the Company,

namely Guojiawan, Xinjiang Midong, Shendong

Shangwan and Zhunge’er Gangue Power Phase 2,

commenced construction in 2008.

Coal Dust
Coal dust is one of the major emissions during our coal

production, transportation and storage. In 2008, the coal

dust discharge of the Company approximated 123,000

tonnes. During its daily production, the Company

detects the density of coal dust at major dust-generating

points and density at individual contacts in the air at

workplaces and conducts improvement, and takes

various measures to reduce the density of coal dust in

its processing, so as to reduce the environmental

pollution and ensure the health of our workers.
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The Company has adopted various effective measures

to reduce dust discharge in its coal mines and open

mine areas. The Company has taken various measures

that effectively reduced the influence of coal dust on

local environment, including equipping its coal cutters

with internal and external spraying system and hydraulic

support linkage spraying system, cleaning its transport

roadway and distributing rock dust on it and reducing

dust by sprinkling with mine area drainage in its coal

mines, and setting up wind-proof and dust prevention

wall and spraying system and constructing dust screen

in its open mine areas and coal storage yards. The

Company developed and applied coal dust

comprehensive treatment projects in the coal washery of

Heidaigou open mine and the coal washery of Haerwusu

Mines in Zhunge’er Mines, which effectively controlled

the coal dust production in the coal washing.

The Company actively applied dust removing

technologies during its coal transportation to reduce

coal dust pollution. The automated loading stations of its

branch companies in Shendong, Wanli, Jinfeng and

Zhunge’er are all equipped with the spraying system of

environment-friendly dust sealing curing agent, which

could effectively reduce leakage of coal dust along the

railway and tunnel, and reduce coal loss in the process

of transportation. In 2008, reconstruction of water

spraying and de-dusting project for phase II of coal

storage yard at Huanghua Port was completed where

test of unpowered de-dusting system was conducted

and succeeded, which effectively reduced energy

consumption by equipments while ensuring the de-

dusting effect. Shenhua Tianjin Coal Dock has

established whole-process electrostatic de-dusting

system with 24 electrostatic precipitators set up along

its belt conveyor for coal transportation, which is the first

loading and unloading track adopting electrostatic

precipitators throughout the process at PRC docks, with

a rate of recovery of coal dust of 99%.

The Company built fully sealed coal tanks in its power

generation operations including Ninghai Power, which

maximized the reduction of coal ash spreading.

Fly Ash
Fly ash is the major production after coal combustion

and the primary solid wastes discharged by our power

generation operations. In 2008, the fly ash generated by

Guohua Power Branch approximated 4.6 million tonnes.

The Company mainly sells the fly ash to producers of

building materials such as cement clinker. The gross

utilisation volume of the fly ash reached 3.2 million

tonnes, rendering a comprehensive utilization rate of fly

ash of approximate 70% with that of power plants in

coastal areas being 100%.

Soot
Soot is small particle generated during coal combustion

and is one of the solid wastes discharged by our power

generation operations. All of the coal-fired units of the

Company are equipped with de-dusting device with a

de-dusting efficiency of more than 99%. In 2008, level of

soot discharged by Guohua Power Branch reached

approximately 0.1g/kwh, representing a decrease of

10% from last year, which leads the industry in China.



Liquid Emissions
The sewage produced in the Company’s coal production

and transportation operations are largely mine water,

industrial sewage and domestic sewage. The sewage

produced in the Company’s power operations are mainly

industrial sewage and domestic sewage. All sewage

produced by the Company has to be treated and

comprehensively utilized. The sewage after treatment is

mainly used for water need underground, coal washing,

rehabilitation and greening, road sprinking and power

generation. The remainder sewage is discharged after

meeting the discharge standard.

In 2008, mine water produced by the Company amounted

to approximately 30.2 million tonnes, the emission of mine

water amounted to approximately 11.1 million tonnes, and

the utilisation rate of mine water amounted to

approximately 63%; industrial sewage produced amounted

to approximately 28.6 million tonnes, the emission of

industrial sewage amounted to approximately 3.0 million

tonnes, and the utilisation rate of industrial sewage

amounted to approximately 90%; domestic sewage

produced amounted to approximately 24.8 million tonnes,

the emission of domestic sewage amounted to

approximately 14.1 million tonnes, and the utilisation rate of

domestic sewage amounted to approximately 43%; chemical

oxygen demand (COD) decreased to a certain extent.
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Gaseous Emissions

Gaseous emissions from our coal production mainly

include methane (gas) and those from our power

operations mainly include SO2, nitrogen oxide and CO2.

Methane (gas)
Gas content in coal seam is relatively low in most of coal

mine areas of CSEC and is let out mainly through

ventilation. We haven’t conduct the collection and

utilisation of such methane up to now.

SO2

SO2 is the major gaseous emissions from our power

operations, and the general level of SO2 emissions of

the Company in 2008 has been reduced to a certain

extent.

In 2008, the completion and commencement of

production of flue gas de-sulphurisation facilities for 4

units of Guohua Power Branch reduced SO2 emission by

approximate 21,340 tonnes annually. The capacity with

de-sulphurisation device of Guohua Power Branch

increased from 12,620 mw as at the end of 2007 to

14,430 mw, and percentage of units with de-

sulphurisation device to total installed capacity increased

from 78% as at the end of 2007 to 91%, about 30%

higher than national average. The instalment of de-

sulphurisation facilities for units of the Company, not only

can reduce the emission of SO2, but can also enable the

Company to enjoy the State’s policy on price increase in

power de-sulphurisation, and has brought economic

benefits to the Company.

Nitrogen Oxide
Nitrogen oxide is one of the gaseous emissions from our

power operations. The Company applied the de-NOX

technology in advance in its power operations, and the

de-NOX devices had remarkable effect in removing the

nitrogen oxide from boiler flue gas with a de-NOX rate of

between 65% and 80%. As of 2008, a total of 6 units of

Guohua Power Branch were equipped with de-NOX

devices, with an installed capacity of 2,300 MW,

representing approximately 14% of the total installed

capacity, which is among the leading companies in the

industry. The nitrogen oxide emission of Guohua Power

Branch in 2008 approximated to 1.3g/kWh, a decrease

of 10% year on year.

CO2

Over these years, CSEC has been actively researching

and developing and spreading low carbon technology

and new technology and new devices for energy



conservation, exerting itself in the development of

advanced technology and industry such as coal

transformation, enhancement of coal quality, power

generation with clean coal and improvement of

generating efficiency, and conducting study on CO2

capture and storage (CCS) program.

The technologies of upgrading brown coal by hot

pressing and coal water slurry mixture by the Company

effectively enhanced utilization rate of coal and reduced

the amount of CO2 generated from coal combustion.

The success of “integrated gasification combined cycle”

(IGCC), the key scientific research of the Company, will

effectively improve generating efficiency of gas turbines,

achieve efficient utilization of energy and reduce CO2

emission.

In 2008, three power plants of the Company pushed

emission reduction of CO2 (one of the greenhouse

gases) through the implementation of Clean

Development Mechanism (CDM) project, including

emission reduction of CO2 through application of clean

energies such as gas turbine and wind turbines, as well

as that from the application of less GHG emissions-

intensive technology- the million kwh ultra supercritical

units power generating technology. The total annual

amount of emission reduction of CO2 is estimated to

reach approximate 1.087 million tonnes.

Other emissions
Other emissions of the Company mainly include noise

which mainly comes from mine ventilation machines,

coal washery and railways, etc. The Company has

invested heavily in control of such noise over recent

years.

In recent years, the Company reduced underground

mining noise pollution by about 24% through taking

measures such as installation of silencer and sound

arrester to mine ventilation machines and application of

frequency-changing regulating technology such as mine

belt and main fan.

The Company satisfactorily made noise under control

produced by coal washeries through installation of

silencer and building soundproof wall for noise-

generating plants and equipments, which has taken

remarkable effect.
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The Company built sound barrier along Shuohuang

Railway. As at the end of 2008, we have established a

total of 51 sound barriers with a total length of over 20

kilometres at 49 places nearby the densely populated

villages to minimize possible noise pollution to residents

along the railway.

Water and Soil Conservation and
Ecological Diversity
Ecological construction in mine areas is one important

component of the Company’s environmental protection

tasks. Upholding the philosophy of “producing

environmental friendly coal and constructing an

ecological mine area”, the Company focused on wind

resisting and sand stabilizing, water source curing and

subsidence area curing and rehabilitation to enhance the

ecological environment in mine areas and protect

ecological diversity.

During the development process of Shendong Mines,

the Company focused on the systematic work of

restoring and improving the ecological environment in

mine area as a whole, and:

• built multi-layer protection system through the

combination of sand fixing by net barrier and

greening by forest and grass and cured quicksand of

about 92 square kilometres. The vegetation

coverage was greatly enlarged.

• completed water source treatment with an area of

about 8.9 square kilometres, after which sediment

flowing into rivers could be reduced.

• conducted subsidence area improvement and mine

rehabilitation. The total area of trees and shrubs

planted in the subsidence area amounted to

approximately 5.9 square kilometres, the total area

of rehabilitation area in Majiata open mine amounted

to approximately 3.3 square kilometres with a

rehabilitation rate of 100%.

• implemented greening along roads. The Company

conducted planting along the 72 kilometres railway and

140 kilometres highway in sand drift area with about

570,000 roadside trees planted. Suspension of

transportation due to wind erosion and sand burying

amounted to over 25 days before such greening, and

zero days after such green every year.

• constructed waterside park which made visible

improvements to air humidity, ecological

environment and living environment and greatly

increased the species and number of animals such

as water bird and wild duck.

Through active environmental protection, the vegetation

coverage increased from 3-11% over ten years ago to

about 59% at present with over 65% being restored

naturally in Shendong Mines.

Other mines of the Company also vigorous carried out

ecological protection. As at the enf of 2008, 7.40 million

of various trees and shrubs and about 12 square

kilometres of pasture were planted at Zhunge’er Mines

where the vegetation coverage increased from less than

25% over ten years ago to over 70% at present, 2 to 3

times increase compared to the natural feature of

surrounding areas, and soil erosion was reduced by over

80%. The rehabilitation rate in Shengli Mines was assured

to reach 100% through applying the mode of

rehabilitating while exploiting. As at the end of 2008, the

total area of rehabilitation area in Shengli Mines amounted

to approximately 9.4 square kilometres, and the greening

area in dump area amounted to approximately 1.3 square

kilometres with the vegetation coverage of approximately

54%.



Furthermore, the transportation operation of the

Company carried out water and soil conservation

through intensifying greening along the transportation

line. As at the end of 2008, Shuohuang Railway

implemented a new along-railway greening project with

a length of 323.9 kilometres.

The Company made provision for “provision of reclamation

expenses” in accordance with requirements of relevant

laws and regulations. The balance of provision of

reclamation expenses as at the end of 2008 was

RMB1,869 million ,the reclamation expenses paid by the

Company during the year was RMB14.0 million.

Future Plan

The Company will persist in the policy of simultaneous

planning, implementation and development between

business development and environmental construction;

and will take the construction of resources saving and

environmental friendly enterprise as its fundamental

strategy, with focus on energy conservation,

comprehensive prevention and governance of resources

and pollutions, ecological construction in the mining

areas, and promote the construction of ISO14001
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environmental management system, so as to realize a

coordinated unification of business development with

social and environmental effects, realize the

transformation of the Company from an enterprise of

high energy consumption and extensive growth to a

resource-effective and environment-friendly enterprise

and realize sustainable development.

During the “Eleventh Five Year Plan” period, the major

targets of the Company are by the end of the “Eleventh

Five Year Plan” period, to achieve a 20% reduction as

compared to 2005 in the comprehensive energy

consumption of RMB10-thousand added value for our

coal production and transportation operations and a

10% reduction in the total emission of SO2 and COD, to

continue reducing the coal consumption in our coal-fired

units and maintain its domestic leading position, to

continue reducing the emission of major pollutant such

as SO2 with de-sulphurisation device equipped in

Guohua Power Branch at a rate of 100% and to

preliminarily build the Company into top international

comprehensive energy enterprise that harmonizes

resources and environment and pays equal attention to

business development and energy-conservation and

environmental protection.

Panoramic view of the Panshan Power desulfurization project



Independent
Innovation and
Technological
Advancement



SEC always attaches great importance to and continuously

increase its scientific and technological innovatoin work. The

Company issued a number of systems, including “Provisional

Measures for the Management of Technological Innovation Projects of

CSEC Energy Company Limited”, “Rules governing the Management of

Technological Innovation Project Funds of CSEC Energy Company Limited”,

and “Provisional Measures for the Management of Intellectual Property of

CSEC Energy Company Limited” etc. in succession. The Company has

initially succeeded in building a technological innovation structure with the

technology committee and specialist consultant committee as decision

makers, technological innovatoin management department and the pool of

experts as management, the two technology centres on coal and electricity

and units at the basic level as research and development centre, and social

technological power as an important supplement. The Company formulated

a set of relatively comprehensive administrative systems and measures in

respect of organization and management, funding, project R&D and

achievements protection of its scientific and technological innovatoin work,

which ensured a standardized and institutionalized scientific and

technological work.

C



Investment in Technological
Innovation
Investment in technological innovation is the basic

guarantee for an enterprise to strengthen the principal

status of its Independent innovation. CSEC has been

investing increasingly heavily in technological innovation

since its establishment in order to achieve fast, stable

and sustainable development.

In the past three years, CSEC has invested a cumulative

amount of approximately RMB 2.78 billion in

technological innovations, with the growth rate

exceeding 20% for three years successively, focusing on

high efficiency of coal mining, upgrading of coal quality,

comprehensive utilization of resources, power

generation featuring energy conservation, safe and

effective combustion of coal, etc.

In 2008, the Company has obtained approvals for 47

technological projects, with an aggregate budget of

RMB 707.1 million, representing 0.67% of the

Company’s turnover in 2008. The Company’s capital

investment is leading in China’s coal industry.

Achievements in Technological
Innovation
Technological innovation work, on one hand, provided

technological support to fast, healthy and sustainable

growth of CSEC, and on the other hand, generated a lot

of important technological achievements and intellectual

property rights which produced huge economic benefits.



Economic benefits
In recent years, technological innovation has created

direct economic benefits of over RMB 5 billion for the

Company each year, and has also created huge indirect

economic benefits and social benefits;

Coal Operations:

• The Company extended the application of

“technology for the extension of working face length”

in 34 coal mining working faces, which increased the

coal production by about 9.36 million tonnes and

increased revenue by about RMB 3.8 billion;

• The adoption of self-developed proprietary

“dehydrating and drying technology for low calorific

value coal ” successfully increased the calorific value

of Jinfeng Coal from 4,650 kcal./kg to more than

5,200 kcal./kg;

• Top coal caving mining technology was successfully

applied at Shendong Mines which increased the rate

of coal recovery by about 29.7% compared to full-

seam mining technology; “Throwing blasting

technique” was successfully applied in Heidaigou

open mine which saved annual stripping cost of

about RMB 1.6 billion;
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Intellectual property
CSEC attaches importance to patent application and

protection and was granted a total of 182 patents as of

31 December 2008. CSEC further increased its efforts in

intellectual property rights focusing on patent

application, and applied for a total of 98 patents in 2008,

including 42 invention patents.

With regard to intellectual property training, the

Company organized and held “2008 CSEC Intellectual

Property Training Workshop” and conducted two

trainings on intellectual property of power industry,

which effectively increased the dissemination of

intellectual property knowledge and the awareness of

importance of intellectual property rights among our

staff.

Sling bucket shovel operating at Zhunge’er Mines



successfully applied in 5 working faces in Shendong

Mines. We are currently pushing the research and

development of 7m supporter; and

• Great breakthrough was made in the localization of

other equipments such as explosion-proof vehicle

and continuous miner localization, the key

technological performances of which matched those

of imported one while the price of which is about 1/3

to 2/3 of that of imported one.

Transportation Operations:

• The “research of wireless synchronized operation

and control system for heavy haul locomotive” was

completed. Traction test on the operation of ten-

thousand-tonne train along the whole Shenshuo-

Shuohuang railway was conducted and succeeded,

which provided technological support to put ten-

thousand-tonne train in service and increase its

railway transportation capability;

• Researched heavy haul railway bridge vibration

control technologies, and released speed limit of 65

km/h for 13 bridges, which could increase coal

transportation by over 400,000 tonnes per annum;

Large scale integrative mining equipment
at the Shendong Mines

• Great breakthrough was made in localization of

mining equipment focusing on hydraulic supporters

with the production of full series of hydraulic

supporters of 2.4m to 6.3m being successfully

localized, which itself saved about RMB 7 billion of

equipment purchase expenses in recent three years

for CSEC. Independently invented and produced

6.3m high hydraulic supporters have been



• Developed the “Dynamic image analysis system for

lorry errors”, which reduced the time for train

inspection for per train from 20 minutes to 5-10

minutes and increased its transportation and

efficiency; and

• Accelerated the development and application of port

wind-proof net technologies. Once implemented,

Huanghua Port’s coal dust dissipation can be

decreased by over 3,000 tonnes to fully meet the

coal port environment standards the State lately

implemented.

Power Operations:

• Low temperature multi-effect sea water desalination

technology and equipment was successfully

developed and put into commercial operation, and

each set of such equipment could save about RMB

60 million of equipment investment;

• Conducted researches on 500 kv line series

compensated transmission and subsynchronous

resonance suppression, which increased the power

deliverability of Jinjie Energy and could increase

annual profit of RMB330 million; and

• Proactively applied and spread home-made

distributed control system (DCS) which could save

over RMB 5 million of direct investment expenses

per unit as compared to imported DCS system.

Future Plan

According to the Company’s business development

plans, the annual increase in technological innovation

investment will not be less than 20%. By 2010,

technological investment will amount to 1% of the sales

income. The major targets of CSEC in its independent

innovations by 2010 are:

Firstly, to establish a highly efficient and an independent

technological innovation system, with the enterprise’s

technological centre as the principal body, attaining the

standard of a national technological centre. The

independent technological innovation capability and

management quality reach first-class level in China;

Secondly, to build stable channels for investment in

technological innovation, to establish a technological

innovation risk investment system and to take the results

of using the technological innovation fund as a key

criterion for assessing the performance of management;

Thirdly, to establish an effective platform that fully utilizes

social technological innovation resources and form long-

term stable strategic cooperation with major research

institutes; and

Fourthly, to train and build a team of talented people for

independent technological innovation and formulate a

good system of incentives for technological innovation.
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6.3 meters tall reinforced hydraulic support
at the Shendong Mines



Social
Commonweal

and Social
Appraisal



hile creating economic benefits, CSEC takes root in the

community, always sticks to the principle of win-win

cooperating and growing together with the community, remains

enthusiastic in participating social commonweal activities, which gradually

develops a way to repay society with CSEC characteristics.

W



Social contribution
CSEC actively donates to the community and facilitates

local employment and corporate development by “win-

win” cooperation between the enterprise and the local

community.

The Company formulated systems including

“(Provisional) Administrative Measures on Donations of

China Shenhua Energy Company Limited” etc. to lay

down definite regulations on the content, amount and

procedures of donations. In 2008, the community

donation made by CSEC amounted to over RMB297

million, involving donation to the construction of local

infrastructure and hospitals, providing education funds

and schools with financial aid, and providing financial aid

to local herdsmen to ensure heating supplies in winter.

After the occurrence of Wenchuan earthquake on 12

May 2008, CSEC’s staff donated to help people in the

stricken area to relieve and rebuild homes with a

donation amount of more than RMB10.4 million.

In terms of recruiting graduates and arranging

employment, the Company gives priority to people from

the place where the business locates to help with local

employment; in terms of project construction and

procurement, the Company prefers sourcing locally with

the equality and quality ensured. The Company tries its

best to ensure local interests.

Dr. Zhang Xiwu, Chairman of the Company,
gave warm regards to the family of our staff.

Staff contributed donations to
the rural area affected by
the Sichuan earthquake.



Social Services
As for social services, CSEC has launched numerous

social commonweal services with special features and

made them part of daily lives and systemized them.

Beijing Thermo cooperated with State Power

Technology Exhibition Centre to conduct the

construction of popular science bases in industrial parks

and the industrial tourism demonstration, targeting

students and residents to advertise knowledge on power

popular science and environmental protection, with a

total number of 3,807 visitors in 2008.

During the snowstorm in South China in the first quarter

of 2008, CSEC performed its social responsibilities by

increasing the coal production for power generation to

relieve the coal supply for power generation in South

China, despite the fact that the coal contract prices were

significantly lower than the coal spot prices.
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Coal transportation was assured
during the snowstorm period.

Loading and
unloading of
earthquake relief
supplies by
young volunteers



After the occurrence of Wenchuan earthquake on 12

May 2008, CSEC organised volunteer teams to help

load and unload disaster relief supplies in railway

stations. A number of employees of CSEC acted as

volunteers at weekends and spare time in railway

stations where the disaster relief supplies were collected

and distributed.

During the Beijing Olympics, the Company arranged

quality environment-friendly thermal coal supply to

Beijing and its surrounding areas to ensure coal supply

for power generation; Guohua Power Branch fully

conducted power supply ensuring for the Beijing

Olympics, and Beijing Thermo, Jinjie Energy, Sanhe

Power and Panshan Power were granted special awards

for power supply ensuring for the Beijing Olympics. 9

employees of CSEC acted as volunteer drivers of the

Beijing Olympics. They achieved “no leave, no accident,

no complaint” with their enthusiasm, friendly attitude and

efficient services to contribute to the success of the

Beijing Olympics.

Volunteer drivers for Beijing Olympics

Dr. Ling Wen, President of the Company,
participated in the Beijing Olympic Torch Relay.



Social contribution value per share
Social contribution value per share represents the values

the Company created for its shareholders, employees,

clients, creditors, community and the society, and could

help the society have more comprehensive

understanding of the Company’s social contributions. In

2008, the social contribution value per share of CSEC

amounted to RMB 2.960 (PRC GAAP) and RMB 2.963

(IFRS) respectively.

Note: The calculation of social contribution value per share: adding
the basic earnings per share the Company created for
shareholders and the value of tax paid to the country, salary
paid to its employee, interests on borrowings paid to creditors
such as banks and value created for other stakeholders such
as external donations, and deducting other social costs of the
Company as a result of factors such as environmental pollution
caused. The calculation of other social costs as a result of
factors such as environmental pollution caused includes the
taxes and fees the Company paid and funds provided in
accordance with relevant requirements of the State, including
pollutant discharge fee, coal sustainable development fund,
compensation for water and soil losses, compensation for land
acquisition, security deposits for mine environment control and
recovery and provision of reclamation expenses.
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Social Appraisal

List of National or Provincial (Industrial) Scientific and
Technological Advancement Awards Won by CSEC in 2008

No. Level of Award Name of Award Awarded project Awardee

1 National level National Technology Advancement Integrated techniques Shendong Coal Branch
Award (Second Prize) for improvement of ecological environment

in large coal bases in desertified areas

2 National level National Technology Advancement Award Coal spontaneous combustion theory and Shendong Coal Branch
(Second Prize) the research and application of its

prevention technology

3 Provincial Scientific Technology Advancement Award Technology and equipment sets of large Jinfeng Coal Branch
(Industrial) level for the Coal Industry (Grand Prize) mining height fully-mechanized face with

annual production of 6 million tonnes

4 Provincial Scientific Technology Advancement Award Research on and application of water Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level for the Coal Industry (First Prize) resource-protective mining technology in

Shendong Mines

5 Provincial Shaanxi Province Scientific Research on and application of water Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level Technology Advancement resource-protective mining technology in

Award for the Coal Industry (First Prize) Shendong Mines

6 Provincial China Power Science and Technology Research on and development and engineering Guohua Power Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award (First Prize) application of independent DCS for

600 mw units

7 Provincial Scientific Technology Award Research on and development of new Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level for the Coal Industry (Second Prize) high-strength fibre anchors

8 Provincial Shaanxi Province Scientific Technology Research on and development of new Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award for the high-strength fibre anchors

Coal Industry (Second Prize)

9 Provincial China Power Science and Technology Research on application of low temperature Guohua Power Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award (Second Prize) multiple effect seawater desalination

technology over 10,000 tonnes in large
thermal plants

10 Provincial Shaanxi Province Scientific Technology Research on scrap conditions for mining Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award for the Coal Industry equipment and development of scrap

(Third Prize) management system

11 Provincial China Power Science and Technology Optimisation of management of 600 mw Guohua Power Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award (Third Prize) turbine valves



List of National or Provincial (Industrial)
Production Safety Awards Won by CSEC in 2008

No. Level of Award Name of Award Awardee

1 National level 2007 “Cup of Safety and Health in China” Shenshuo Railway Branch

2 National level 2007 “Cup of Safety and Health in China” Huanghua Port

3 Provincial (Industrial) level Outstanding Team in 2008 snowstorm relief Huanghua Port

4 Provincial (Industrial) level 600,000 kw unit competition (First Prize) No.5 unit of Guohua Taishan

5 Provincial (Industrial) level 600,000 kw unit competition (Second Prize) No.1 unit of Guohua Ninghai

6 Provincial (Industrial) level 600,000 kw unit competition (Third Prize) No.2 unit of Guohua Panshan

7 Provincial (Industrial) level 600,000 kw unit competition (Third Prize) No.2 unit of Guohua Cangdong

8 Provincial (Industrial) level 600,000 kw unit competition (Third Prize) No.2 unit of Guohua Taishan

9 Provincial (Industrial) level Outstanding unit in ensuring Guohua Beijing Thermal Branch
power supply for Olympics

10 Provincial (Industrial) level Outstanding unit in ensuring Guohua Jinjie Energy Co. Ltd.
power supply for Olympics

List of National or Provincial (Industrial)
Environmental Protection Awards Won by CSEC in 2008

No. Level of Award Name of Award Awarded project Awardee

1 National level National Technology Advancement Integrated techniques for improvement of Shendong Coal Branch
Award (Second Prize) ecological environment in large coal bases

in desertified areas

2 National level National Technology Advancement Coal spontaneous combustion theory and Shendong Coal Branch
Award (Second Prize) the research and application of its

prevention technology

3 Provincial Scientific Technology Advancement Award Research on and application of water Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level for the Coal Industry (First Prize) resource-protective mining technology in

Shendong Mines

4 Provincial Shaanxi Province Scientific Technology Research on and application of water Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award for the Coal Industry resource-protective mining technology in

(First Prize) Shendong Mines

5 Provincial Scientific Technology Advancement Award Research on and implementation of Zhunge’er Energy
(Industrial) level in the Autonomous Region of Inner comprehensiveimprovement of coal washery Company

Mongolia (First Prize)

6 Provincial China Power Science and Technology Research on application of low temperature Guohua Power Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award (Second Prize) multiple effect seawater desalination

technology over 10,000 tonnes in large
thermal plants

7 Provincial Shaanxi Province Scientific Technology Research on scrap conditions for mining Shendong Coal Branch
(Industrial) level Advancement Award for the Coal Industry equipment and development of scrap

(Third Prize)  management system

8 Provincial
(Industrial) level Chinese Environment-friendly Coal Enterprise — Shendong Coal Branch
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List of Capital Market Awards Won by CSEC in 2008

No. Name of Award Awarder

1 Outstanding Enterprise Prize of Top Social Responsibility Chinese Enterprise “First Financial Daily”

2 No.7 of Top 2008 Social Responsibility Chinese State-owned Listed Companies “South Weekend”

3 No 5 of the Rank of Enterprise Social Responsibility Index Shanghai National Accounting
Institute

4 Excellence Chinese Enterprise for Social Responsibility China Enterprise Reform and
Development Society,
Corporate Social Responsibility
Research Association

5 No.6 of the China’s Top 100 Listed Companies in Under the joint guidance by
Investor Relationship Management Shanghai  Stock Exchange and

Shenzhen Stock Exchange

6 Investor Relationship Innovation Prize for Chinese A-share Listed Company Under the joint guidance by
Shanghai Stock Exchange and
Shenzhen Stock Exchange

7 Excellence Prize for Corporate Governance The Chamber of Hong Kong
Listed Companies

8 Excellent Board of Directors “Directors & Boards”

9 No.2 of the Asia’s Best Metal and Mining Companies “Euromoney”

10 No.1 of “Metal and Mining” Companies of “Institutional Investor”
the Asia’s Top Shareholder-Friendly Companies

11 2007 Annual Report won the Honorary Prize in USA MerComm
the ARC Annual Report Contest

12 2007 Annual Social Responsibility Report won the Bronze Prize in USA MerComm
the ARC Annual Report Contest

13 No. 58 of Platts Top 250 World Energy Enterprises “Platts”

14 No.52 of the World Top 500 Capitalization “Financial Times”

15 Top 50 Asia-pacific Best Listed Companies “Forbes”

16 Forbes Top 50 Asia Large-scale Companies “Forbes”

17 China’s Top 100 Listed Companies “Fortune”

18 Gold Tripod Prize for Listed Companies on Chinese Stock Market ”Securities Daily”

19 Top 100 Valuable Listed Companies ”Securities Times”

20 China’s Top 50 Globally Competitive Companies Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

21 Being listed in the “Top 50” “New Finance Economics”

22 No.8 of Top 100 Listed Companies “Warton Economic Institute”

23 No.2 of Corporate Governance Rank of Contribution China “Talents”

24 No.9 of Top 100 Listed Companies in Market Value Management Market Value Management Centre

25 No. 7 of Zhonglian Top 100 Listed Companies Zhonglian Holdings Limited

26 2008 Chinese Blue Chip Company Rank CFOTIME.com



Appendix I: Indicators System on Social Responsibility
Performance of CSEC

General Indicators

First Tier Indicators Second Tier Indicators Third Tier Indicators Performance in 2008

Social Contributions Social contributions in RMB 2.960
per share (PRC GAAP)

Social contributions in RMB 2.963
per share (IFRS)

Cash dividend in aggregate 34.535
(RMB billion) (2005-2007)

Final dividend for 2008 0.46
(RMB/share) (proposed, including tax)

Social donations (RMB million) Over 297

Financial Revenues (RMB million) 107,133

Net profit attributable to equity 26,588
shareholders of the Company
(RMB million) (PRC GAAP)

Profit attributable to equity 26,641
shareholders of the Company
(RMB million) (IFRS)

Operational Commercial coal production 185.7
(million tonnes)

Coal sales (million tonnes) 232.7

Power output dispatch 90.29
(billion kwh)

Seaborne coal (million tonnes) 139.4

Turnover of 123.3
railway transportation
(billion tonne km)

Supplier relations Percentage of purchase from 20.4%
top five suppliers in
total purchase

Production safety Capital investment (RMB billion) Approximately 2.1

Production safety training Terms 961

Number of trainees 80,034

Employees’ interests Basic conditions of employees Number of employees 59,543

Prevention of Capital investment (million) Approximately 78
occupational diseases Incidence of occupational 3

disease (number of patients)

Environmental Severe environmental 0
protection, energy pollution accidents
conservation and

Capital investment in Approximately 1.95emission reduction
environmental protection
(RMB billion)

Capital investment in Approximately 1.39
energy conservation and
emission reduction (RMB billion)

Technological innovation Capital investment in technological Approximately 1.18
innovation (RMB billion)

Number of projects undertaken 47
Number of patents applied for 98
Number of patents obtained 62
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Coal production and transportation operations

First Tier Indicators Second Tier Indicators Third Tier Indicators Performance in 2008

Customer relations Coal customers Customer satisfaction rate (%) 95% or above

Coal quality satisfaction rate (%) 97%

Market share Coastal seaborne coal Approximately 25%
market in the PRC

Export coal market of the PRC Approximately 46%

Production safety Basic conditions The fatality rate per million 0%
tonnes of raw coal

Serious accidents or above 0

Results Mechanization rate of coal 100%
mining and excavation

Percentage of most safe and 80%
highly efficient mines in
total number of mines

Utilization of Utilization of water resources Water utilization rate in mines Approximately 63%
resources

Average recovery rate 78.3%
in mining area

Environmental Gas Comprehensive utilization 0%
protection, rate of methane
energy conservation

Solid pollutants Discharge of coal ash Approximately 12.3and emission
(thousand tonnes)reduction

Discharge of coal gangue Approximately 16.9
(million tonnes)

Power Operations (Guohua Power Branch)

First Tier Indicators Second Tier Indicators Third Tier Indicators Performance in 2008

Production safety Basic conditions General accidents in respect of 0
facilities

Serious accidents or above 0

Utilization of resources Consumption of energy Coal consumption for power 325
supply in power plant (g/kwh)

Energy consumption 1,640
(million tonnes of standard coal)

Utilization of water resources Water consumption for 0.9
power supply (kg/kwh)

Domestic sewage utilized Approximately 13.7
(million tonnes)

Water resource from sea water Approximately 2.9
desalination (million tonnes)

Environmental Gas Percentage of de-sulphurization 91%
protection, units in total installed capacity

Percentage of de-NOX units 14%
in total installed capacity

energy conservation Emission of nitrogen oxide (g/kwh) Approximately 1.3

and emission Solid pollutants Emission of soot (g/kwh) Approximately 0.1

reduction Discharge of coal ash Approximately 4.6
(million tonnes)

Comprehensive utilization Approximately 70%
rate of coal ash



Appendix II: Cross Reference Sheet of the Disclosure
Recommendations of the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the
Contents of this Report

No. Recommendations of the Shanghai Stock Exchange Index

Table I “Notice on Strengthening Listed Companies Undertaking of Social
Responsibilities and Issuance of ‘Guidelines on Environmental
Information Disclosure by Companies Listed on
the Shanghai Stock Exchange’”

1 Article 1 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

2 Article 2 “Chairman’s Statement”, “Operation in
Good Faith and Mutual Success in
Harmony”, “Employees’ Interests”,
“Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction”,
“Innovation and Technological
Advancement”, “Social Commonweal”,
“Social Services”.

3 Article 3 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

4 Article 4 “Value of social contributions
per share”

5 Article 5(I) “Customer Relations”, “Production Safety
and Employees’ Intersts”, “Social
Commonweal”, “Social Services”.

6 Article 5(II) “Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction”

7 Article 5(III) “Operation in Good Faith and Mutual
Success in Harmony”, “Employees’
Interests”

8 Article 6 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

9 Article 7 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

10 Article 8 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

11 Article 9 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

Table II “Guidelines on Environmental Information Disclosure by
Companies Listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange”

12 Article 1 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

13 Article 2 Not Applicable

14 Article 3(I) “Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction”

15 Article 3(II) “Utilization of Resources”

16 Article 3(III) “Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction”,
“Scientific Research for Environmental
Protection”, “Investment in Technologial
Innovation”.

17 Article 3(IV) “Utilization of water resources”,
“Major discharge substances and
governance”.

18 Article 3(V) “Utilization of water resources”,
“Major discharge substances and
governance”.

19 Article 3(VI) “Utilization of water resources”,
“Major discharge substances and
governance”.

20 Article 3(VII) Not Applicable
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No. Recommendations of the Shanghai Stock Exchange Index

21 Article 3(VIII) “Social Appraisal”

22 Article 3(IX) “Other discharge substances”,
“Water and soil conservation and
diversity in ecology”

23 Article 4 Not Applicable

24 Article 5 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

25 Article 6 “Water and soil conservation and
 diversity in ecology”

26 Article 7 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

27 Article 8 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

28 Article 9 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

Table III The Appendix 2: “Guidelines on Preparation of ‘Corporate Report on Performance of
Social Responsibilities’” of the “Memorandum
No.1 on 2008 Annual Report for Listed Companies: Preparation and
review of internal control report and social responsibility report”

29 Article 1 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

30 Article 2 Not a requirement regarding
the content of this report

31 Article 3 Cover page II

32 Article 4(I) “Customer Relations”, “Production Safety
and Employees’ Intersts”, “Social
Commonweal”, “Social Services”.

33 Article 4(II) “Environmental Protection, Energy
Conservation and Emission Reduction”

34 Article 4(III) “Operation in Good Faith and Mutual
Success in Harmony”, “Employees’
Interests”

35 Article 5 Value of social contributions
per share

36 Article 6 App. III

37 Article 7 Not Applicable



Appendix III: Results of Third Party Verification
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Appendix IV: Feedback Sheet and Contact Information

CSEC is very concerned about your opinions on the Company’s works on corporate social

responsibility and this Corporate Social Responsibility Report. Your opinions and proposals are the

contents that we are most interested in our continual improvement of our works and this report.

Please fax this sheet to +86-10-8488 2107 or email it to 1088@csec.com after you have answered

the following questions.

1. Do you have any topics about which you are concerned but which are not covered in this

Report? If yes, please write down the content about which you are concerned.

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which part(s) of this Report are you most interested in?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

You are welcome to provide personal data if you wish:

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________

Occupation: ____________________________________Organization: ___________________________

Contact address: _______________________________Postal code: ___________________________

Telephone: _____________________________________Fax: __________________________________

Email: ________________________________________________________________________________

China Shenhua Energy Company Limited

12th Floor, Zhouji Tower

16 Ande Road, Dongcheng District

Beijing China

Postal code 100011
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China Shenhua Energy Company Limited
12th Floor, Zhouji Tower
16 Ande Road, Dongcheng District
Beijing China
Postal code 100011
Tel:86-10-58133399 or 58133355

Email:ir@csec.com

www.csec.com
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